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QUESTION 1

The Client plans to deploy a new payment provider and Order Management System on its existing B2C Commerce
website. They have asked an Architect to advise which environment it should use to conduct load testing of its new
integrations. 

Which environment should be used as the ideal environment for this kind of load test? 

A. The Development Instance of a rental Realm. 

B. The Development Instance of the existing Realm. 

C. The Production instance of the existing Realm. 

D. The Production Instance of a rental Realm. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A client has a single site with multiple domains, locales, and languages. After launch, there is a need for the client to
perform offline maintenance. The client would like to show the same maintenance page for each locale. Which version
of aliases,Json file below will accomplish this task? 

A. Option A 
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B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A Client has automated builds that deploy the code; however, recent builds started failing with compilation issues, which
are not reproducible in developer\\'s environment. Whet first step needs to be taken to identify and fix the issue? 

A. Clean up build server work space and run job again. 

B. Verify the modules versions used to generate the code. 

C. Verify the generated JavaScript and CSS for the build. 

D. Recreate the jobin the build server to verify compilation issues. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

TheClient identifies that a segment of customers need to see some products on the site that other customers should not
be able to access. All products are maintained within one catalog but in separate categories. A custom attribute will be
used on the Profilesystem object to identify customers that belong to this special segment. A customer group will be
made that is qualified for by this Profile custom attribute. The storefront will be customized to include navigation to
relevant categories for this customergroup. 

Unfortunately during technical review the Client points out that the business teams have raised a concern with
maintenance and want to use a shared navigation within the catalog and not use separate categories. 

Which item should the Architect suggest to efficiently fulfil this new requirement while maintaining scalability? 

A. Customize the Storefront Co use a hidden search refinement that if the user Is In the customer group then the result
Includes those products with a new custom attribute. 

B. Customize the Storefront to use separate storefront catalogs with the same navigation that If the customer Is In the
customer group gets assign products appropriately. 

C. Customize the Storefront to modify the search result that if the user is in the customergroup then the result includes
those products appropriately. 

D. Customize the Storefront to use a hidden search refinement and modify the customer group to be qualified for by a
new product custom attribute 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 5

A third party survey provider offers both an API endpoint for individual survey data and an SFTP server endpoint that
can accept batch survey data. The initial implementation of the integration includes 

1.

 Marking the order as requiring a survey before order placement 

2.

 On the order confirmation pace, the survey form is displayed for the customer to fill 

3.

 The data is sent to the survey provider API, and the order it marked as not requiring a survey 

Later it was identified that this solution is not fit for purpose as the following issues and additional requirements were
identified: 

1.

 If the API call fails, the corresponding survey data is lost. The Business requires to avoid data loss. 

2.

 Some customers skipped the form. The Business require sending a survey email to such customers. 

3.

 The Order Management System (OMS) uses a non-standard XML parser it did not manage to parse orders with the
survey, until the survey attribute was manuallyremoved from the xml. 

How should the Architect address the issues and requirements described above? 

A. Create a custom session attribute when the survey is required. Send to the API endpoint in real-time. On failure,
capture the survey data in the sessionand reprocess, use me session attribute to send emails for the cases when
survey was skipped. 

B. Create a custom object to store the survey data. Send to the API endpoint using a job. On success, remove the
custom object. On failure, send the survey datawith API from the next execution of the same job. Use the custom object
to send emails for the cases when the survey was skipped. 

C. Create a custom object when the survey is required Send to the API endpoint in real-time. On success, remove the
object. Onfailure, capture the survey data in the custom object and later reprocess with a job. Use the custom object to
send emails for the cases when survey was skipped. 

D. Send the survey data to the API endpoint in real-time until the survey data is successfully captured. Instruct the OMS
development team to update their XML parser, use the Order survey attribute to send emails for the cases when the
survey was skipped. 

Correct Answer: C 
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